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Scattering of Real Photons and the Structure of Baryons

S. Hoblit, A.M. Sandorfi

Physics Dept., Brrdhaven National Lui5, Upton, NY 11973

The leadiig corrections to point scattering from the proton are characterized by

two charge and four spin-polarizalility parameters that are sensitive to the proton’s

internal structure. We review the status of these, focusing on a recent extraction

of the backward spin-polarizability, 7. = [-27,,1 + 2.2(stat + sys)~~~ (model)] x

10-4fm4, which differs significantly from theoreticalexpectations.

The transient dipole moments of the proton, induced by the electric and magnetic fields of a

photon during Compton scattering, are described by six polarizabllity parameters that =e sensitive to

the proton’s internal structure. Two of these, the electric (ii) and magnetic (~) polarizabilities, measure

the dynamic deformation of the constituent charge and magnetic moment dbtributions produced by

the electromagnetic fields of the photon. The other four arise from the interaction, of the photon fields

with the constituent spins and so are sensitive to the proton’s spin structure [1]. We review here the

extraction of a particular linear combination of these spin padarizabilities that characterizes backward

Compto@ scattering [2].

A low-energy expansion (LEX) of the Compton amplitudes to O(E~) which includes the explicit

dependence upon the two charge polarizabllitiea [3], c1 and II, gives a good description of unpolarized

photon scattering data up to about 100 MeV [4, 5]. “Above this, Compton data deviate from these LEX

expectations due to higher order effects. This has been taken into account in the analysis of a number

of experiments [6, 7, 8] with the dispersion-theory of L’vov ~9], in which the key free parameter is the

dtierence of the charge polarizabilitiea, & – ~. This has led to a consistent description of Compton

scattering up to singbr production threshold (E7 N 150 MeV lab), with a glolbzd average from all

data [8] of& – ~ = 10.0 + 1.5(stat + sys) + 0.9(modei), in units of 10-4$rn3.

Dispersion integrals relate the real parts of the scattering amplitude to energy-weighted integrals

of their imaginary parts. In the L’vov theory [9], these are written as

(1)

where v = A(s – u), M is the nucleon mass, and& denotes the Born contribution. Here, unitarity

fixes the %n~ as products of n-production multiples and these are used to calculate the Principal

value integral from threshold (vO) up to a moderately high energy (vm”’ = 1.5 GeV). A~ is the residual

asymptotic component. In Regge theory it is expected to b,e dominated by i-channel exchangea and

is approximately v independent. While four of the six Compton amplitudes are expected to converge
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‘. with energy, the two associated with 180” photori helicity-flip (the AI and Az amplitudes of [9]) could

have appreciable asymptotic parts. In all previous analyses, t-channel n“ exchange was assumed to

completely dominate Aia, which is then evaluated in terms of the F=On coupling. This ansatz left

only A~ to be varied in a fit to data. Since ~ – ~ is determined by the s - u = t = O limit of the AI

amplitude,

~ -P= -&-$ B(o,’U (2)

where the nB superscript denotes the non-Born contributions from the integral amd asymptotic parts

of(1), this is equivalent to treating ii —~ as the single free parameter.

Although this had been accepted as a standard treatment of Compton scattering, we have ob-

served that as higher energy data were added to the fit, i,he deduced value of ti – ~ dropped [2],

becoming even negative when Compton data up to 27rthreshold were included frolm LEGS and Mainz.

We have recently proposed that the weak link here is the ansatz of no additional contributions to

the asymptotic part of the Az amplitude beyond those from m“ t-channel exchange. We have model

corrections to A~ with an additional exponential t-dependent term having one free pvameter~ the

derivative at t = O. Fitting dl modem Compton data, we have found that this addition restores

consiste~cy in @ – ~ values deduced from aJl data up to 27r threshold [2].

Another consequence of adding a term to A;’ is to ah er the expected value for a linear combi-

nation of the proton spin polti.zabilities that characterizes backward scattering. Th]s backwmd spin

pofwizabiiit~, is a linear Combination of the proton spin-polarizabdities of refs. [1] and [10]; and is

related to their definitions by 7= = —6* = (71 + 7Z + 2%) = ~(cYx+ Ox), respectively. In the L’VOV

dispersion analysis, 7. is determined by the s – u = t = O limits of AZ and As,

~[A~(O,O) +
7“ = –2TIU

A:B(o, O)J. (3)

Evaluation of the dispersion integrals up to 1.5 Gel’, together with the anaatz of t-channel

#’-exchange for AY, results in 7X = –36.6 (in units of 10-4~m4), whkh is dominated by the r“

contribution , &A~ —– 44.9 [9, 11]. (We have included t-channel q“ exchange, but found this to have

a very small effect, -0.7, owing to the large q mass and the small qNN coupling [12].) A departure of

7. from -36.6 would indicate additional unanticipated components in A~(0).

We have varied the additional A~ parmeter, together with A~, in a fit to scattering data to

determine the Compton amplitudes. Their s – u = t = O values. then give 7. and ii-~ for the proton.

We summarize here the key components in the LEGS analysis. We have studied Compton

scattering up to 350 MeV, and have used the procedure described in [13] of simultaneously fitting T-

production multipolea between 200 and 350 MeV, minimizing X2 for both (7,7) and (7, n) observablea.

Outside the fitting interval we have taken the SM95 multiples from [14]. We have used the same set

of (7, n) data as in [13], and have included the Compton data from LEGS [13], Mainz [15, 16], SAL
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[7, 8], the Max Plank Institute (MPI) [6], Illinois (Ill) [5], and MOSCOW[4]. (From the MOSCOWresults

we have used only the N 90° data for reasons diSCUSSedin ~$].) Relative moss .=tion normalizations,

weighted by the systematic uncertainties, were fitted following [17].

In addition to -Y. and ii – @ , ii + ~ can also be extracted in terms of the two nonhelicity-flip

amplitudes that contribute to O“ scattering, ~ + ~ = –&[.A~B(O, O) + @(O, O)]. A~B and & are

dominated by the integrals in (l), with only A6 having a small contribution from energies above 1.5

GeV which is varied in fitting the data. Alternatively, ii + @ can be fixed by the Baldin s.~-rule [18],

(4)

where ~‘0: is the total photo-absorption cross section. The right-hand side of (4) has been evaluated

[19] i%om reaction data as 14.2 + 0.3. This has been assumed in previous Compton analyses, although

a r~valuation using recent absorption data has reported 1%7 + 0.1 [20].

—
E~. @+@ G—D 7ff

(MeV) (10-4 fm3) (lo-’ fro’) (lo-’ fro’)

309 13.23 + 0.86 10.11 + 1.74 -27.1 + 2,2

309 13.7 fixed 10.45 + 1.58 -26,5 + 1.9

350 14.39 + 0.87 10.99 + 1.70 -25.1 + 2.1

Table 1: The global result for the proton polarizabilities (row 1), together with variations from using

Eq. 4 as a constraint and from expanding the fit to” 350 MeV.

The polarizabilities obtained from the s – u = t = O values of our fitted amplitudes are sum-

marized in Table 1. The new globai remdt (row 1) for 6 – ~ from all data ‘below 27r threshold,

10.11 ~ 1.74(siat + sys); is in excellent agreement with the previous average of low energy data

[8]. The fitted backward spin-polarizability, ~= = –27.1 :k 2.2, is substantially different from the

no-dominated value of -36.6 that has been implicitly assumed in previous Com,pton analyses. The

extracted ~ + ~ = 13.23 + 0.86 is in agreement with the recent value for the sum rule of (4) from

ref. [20]. When ii+ ~ is fixed to the value from [20] (row 2), the changes to ~ – @ and ~. are negligble.

The reduced X2 is 964/(692 – 36) = 1.47 for the full data base, and 1.15 per point for the Compton

data alone. (Listed with the results in Table 1 are unbiased estimates of the uncertainties [21]. These

r
are xi larger than the standard deviation whkh encompass both statistical amd systematic scale

uncertainties.)

We have examined the fiect of including Compton data up to 350 MeV, since 27r production is

still quite small below this energy. However, since the pohrizabilitiea enter only the real part of the

Compton amplitude, which unitarity forces to zero at the peak of the PM A resonance, the additional
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309-350 MeV data provide only marginal constraints on the polarizabllities. This expanded fit, row

3 in Table 1, yields a slightly larger x% (1.57) and extracted polarizabilities which overlap the global

results of row 1.

In Table 2 we show the effect of the backward spin-polarizability on the wdue for & – @ when

each of the Compton data sets used in the global “fit is analysed separately. The re:ndts in the third and

forth columns assume 7. = –36.6. Column 3 uses SM95 multiples from [14] and ti + @ = 14.2 from

[19], while the column 4 fits use multiples from [13] and ii + @ = 13.7 from [20]. In both cases, 6- ~

values deduced from the three high enexgy data sets (LEGS’97, Mainz’96 and SAL’93) are completely

inconsistent with the lower energy measurements. When 7. is fixed to -26.5, the fitted value from

Table 1 (row 2), consistency among the ~ – ~ values is restored (column 5). Significant changes to

cz– ~ occur mainly in the high energy results, with the notable exception of the MPI’92 data which

were taken at 180° where the effect of 7X is maximal.

[

(7, n) multiples SM95 [14] LEGS [13] fitted

7W (10–4 fm4) -36.6 -36.6 -26.5

~ + ~ (10-4 fm3) 14.2 13.7 13.7

MPI ’92 132 7.3 + 2.7 6.9 + 2.7 12.5 + 3.1

mr. S-F .-n1V1OSCOW(a llU 8.2 * 2.7 8.5 * 2.7 ii.7 + 2.8

Ill ’91 70 11.1 * 4.3 11.1. + 4.3 12.1 * 4.3

Table 2: Values for & – ~ deduced from different Comlpton data sets assuming the previous

T“-dominated vaiue for 7= (-36.6 j and the new fitted vaiue from Ta’bie i, row 2 (77 = -26.5 j. Pion

multipole solutions are listed in the top row: with the lsst column using the fit of Table 1~ row 21

which included all of these Compton data. For the analyses of individual data sets in the (7. = –36.6)

columns, cross sections were held at their published values, while in the last column norrnahztion scales

were fixed from the Table 1 fit.

A sample of the high energy data from LEGS, Mainz and SAL is shown in Figure 1, together

with calculations that illustrate the sensitivity to 77. The data sets are all consistent with each other.

IAl+h,-.....l. :- . . . . . . ..-.- . . . ..+ L.- . . . . . . +l. A na. :-.. --:44.. -L I 000 r--— r051 ~- . ... i---- ..----. -: —A:_–
(nlblwu&l UJ Ra&caaLLGub vvAIJIUll Gllulm, buc Avlallla pulum al. -“ 1*(J 11 U1ll [LOJ Ildvt: LcU&S uucermmtms
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Figure 1: Predictions from dispersion calculations at 230 M(:V and 287 MeV, compared to data from

refs. [13, 15, 16, 7]. Solid curves are the global fit of Table 1, row 1, with fitting uncertainties indicated

by the shaded bands. Plus-signs result from increasing Jynand dashes from decreasing = – @, as

indicated. Dotted curves are predictions from [16, 22].

and were not included in the fits.) The solid curves show our global result, with fitting uncertainties

dmnmtm~h., .h. AA h.nrl. (%rvt=a Amnhd hv nl,t. .iun. I I.. tha nlA mo.~~~j~~~~- ~~iu~ f~~ w- ~~e. .. B”. W... J ..—.. “—... --- . - ------- -J ~....- -.&.. -. ---- -.- r. Jlr.

effect of lowering & - @to 1.7 is shown as dashed curves. If both and @ - ~ and 7. me changed to

1.7 and -36.6, respectively (the LEGS solution of Table 2, column 4), the predicted cross sections are

very close to the solid curves. However, this degeneracy is absent in the ~(doll – dul) spin-difference,

as shown with the LEGS *W data iii the top panel of Figure 1 for Ev = 287 life%’. Tlnis spin-difference

is sensitive to & – ,~ but completely independent of ~=. Although the limited statistical accuracy of

the polarization difference precludes determining d – ~ from this observable alone, it doea provide a

useful decoupling of ti – ~ and y..

We have studied the variations in the extracted polaiizabilities that result from changing the

-.-..—-L:-—- ..-–> ~- -- ——..~- AL- fi—--L _- -l:—-—-_:—— !—L-.-–.1. L . LL —C. ----1.–—–-
cbmmiupuunti uwu m cumpuhc me uump IOU unipermm m~e~rzus, sucn as me 7r excnange coupling,
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mumplon

added to .

photoprociuction, and the form of asymptotic co~(tribukions ~, particularly the new term

A?, as weii as the rmrameterization of the fitted (~, T) amplitude [13]. Combining these.

model uncertainties in quadrature leads to our final rew.dts:

7W= [–27.1 + 2.2(sta~ + sys)&(rmdel)] x 10-4 frn4,

ii – ~ = [10.11 ● 1.74(siat + sys)l~~~(modei)] x 10-4 fm3,

ti – ~ = [13.23 + 0.86( @at + sys)~~j~(model)] x 10-4 fm3.

A recent analysis using a different set of dispersion relations to calculate the real parts of the Compton

amplitudes haa obtained a similar value for 7W[24].

k figure 2 Compton cross sections are plotted at the peak of the A. At resommce, the real part of

the scattering amplitude vanishes, removing any dependence in the cross section to the polarizabilities

since these enter only the real parts of the amplitude. Also shown is an identical calculation only

replacing the pion multiples with the HDT multiples of ref. [25]. The resulting prediction is shown

in figure 2 aa the dashed curve and illustrates the sensitivity ito the pion multipole solution. The lower

values of the dashed curve have their origin in the lower (y, n) cross sections ikalm Mainz that were

used in fixing the HDT multipole solution [13, 25].
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F@re 2: Tiie aoiiri curve shows the fit of Taiie i, row 3, at 323 Me-v’, the peaic of the A.

sign curve has the same meaning as in fi-ae 1. The dashed curve is the prediction repeated

HDT pion multipolea of [25].

Tie pius

using the
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refit the Compton data from LEGS, Mainz and SAL [13, 15! 16, 71 using the HDT multipolea from

[25] and the SP97k solution from VPI [14]. The results are listed in the first row of Table 3. These two

solutions were fitted to the Mainz and Bonn (7, n) data. If -yZis fixed to -37, the C!ompton predictions

using either of these are lower than the plus-sign curves of Fig. 1 and 2. So a vahue for 7* even higher

tk. n -97 ;. -oJJ hfi ..i.a +ha mrnAiP+inna mm +.-. thza ..-. ++-<.s” A.+.“u- “, .“ u-u-u ““ --- .s.” y . . ...”..”-” -y ““ “u” “----- u.~ --””.
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(7, n) multiples

LEGS ’98

=<

HDT ‘!98 SP97K
—

m. = 600 7% = -27.1 + 2.2 7~ = –21 .41+ 0.9 ,~. = –20.9 + 0.8
—

6=37 nZC=217+6 m@ =82&20 mV=58k23
—

Table 3: Results of fits to Compton data up to 27r threshold [13, 15, 16, 7] using different (~,z)

multiples from [2, 25, 14]. In all cases, & —~ is iixed at 10 and 6 + ~ to 13.7 (10-4 fm3). For fits in

the first row, the u mass was fixed at 600 MeV and YWwa3 varied. For the second row, 7W was fixed

at -37 (10-4 fm3), rmd the u mass was varied. The X2/point for all fits is less than 1.4.

There has been a recent suggestion [26] of a possible way to fit the Compton data while leaving

the value of 77 at its x“-dominated expectation of -37. The asymptotic part of the AI amplitude

is assumed to be dominated by t-channel a-exchange, with u being the correlated a-wave 2T object

required in analyses of N-N scattering [9]. Since its couplings are poorly known they are simple treated

os In t~ls pm~we we hav<:set the u msas to 600 MeV, an average ofas a free parameter in fitting Al .

several N-N analyses. The authors of [26] have pointed out that reducing ma changes the t-dependence

in such a way as to raise the back angle cross section so that one might be able to reconcile predictions

with ~ata in this way while leaving 7* fixed at -37. We have investigated this suggestion, and the results

of refitting the Compton data, varying ma while fixing 7T = –37, are shown in ro~w2 of Table 3. Good

fits can indeed be obtained in this way, but only with a value for m. that is substantidy less than

the mass of two pions.

~:Mg
220 240 260 280 300

Ey (MeV)

Figure 3: Predictions from the LEGS multipolea for the Compton spin differenm ~ = ~(dall – &l)

for various combkations of ma and @ – ~. The data are from [13].

spin

Some additional information on the scenario of a lower u mass comes from the S = ~(dall – dal)

difference. Since this observable is completely independent of the A2 anqplitude is free of the
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7. versus m. ambiguity. The data for ~(90”) is shown in the top panel of figure 1 and in figure 3.

A I&L-.. -l. 41------- L... ..-.. .4:11 -..-..-A:-LI- ---- . . ...2 . . ..&l. 4.L- .--. -.b:-- L-b.. ----- . . . . . .. . &l_- .-1--- -r
Ill wluu~u b~ic cl LUL Ua w a G ablla CqJpl GLIOAJLG UJulpa GU w lull IIUG aGpM auluu Ucb W-JU Vul Vca, hue Vasluc (n

x2/ fi-point is noticeably lower for them. = 600 MeV solution (1.25), as compared to that for rna = 217

MeV (1.45). On the whole, drastic reductions of the m. does not seem a realistic alternative.

r— 6=27, M(~=600

-----”--” 8=37, Mfr=217
+++ + + x=q7 M17=6nn-—-. , . ...W—”””O%m-+-+

-1 ..”---*.
0.05 ●.’ .

.“.+-. “’... a

i-w?

e.;++~

%

~? \:/ F
-0.10+ +

~ 450 MeV d.

-o.ls~ o.1+~+
O 30 60 90 120 150 180 0 30 60 90 120 150 180

e .m (de@ e .= (de@

Figure 4: Predictions from the LEGS multiples for Comptrm double-polarization observable, G with

linearly-polarized beam and E with circularly-polarized beam, both on longitudinidly-polarized proton

targets.

A value of -y. appreciably higher than -37 is difficult to accommodate within existing theories.
. . ..

Although x~T cannot be expected to directiy predict Compton observabies at the high energies in-

cluded in these dispersion analyses: it should be able to reproduce the polarizabilities obtained by

evaluating the fitted amplitudes at s — u = t = O. Nonetheless, existing 0(w3) calculations remain

close to the r“-dominated value [27]. Since our result for 47Wwould indicate some new contribution

from the iow-energy spin structure of the proton, it is highi!y desirable to verify this in some indepen-

dent W~V AS nnintd out ~~ [~~], ~~>~--~q~~ &U~iennlarivatinn nh.-.vahb. . . . mn.it;va tn hn+h .v,. --- =-.—-_- ~... - . ...-”.-.. . ...””. ------ -w, . . . . . . . .“ .“ ““vu lx

and the a mass. In Fig. 4 we plot angular distributions predicted with the LEGS multipolea for two

such observable: the G-aayxiunetry obtained with linearly polarized beam on longitudhnlly polarized

protons (the 212 observable in [26]), and the E-asymmetry from circularly polarized beam on a lon-

“:+...4:”=11., mfllm&”aA+...”-+ (w-- := ro~l’16A. UUXU=AJ y-am ,“-u “u ~T.v [u~~ ,11 ~G”, } . l=l.-l.:..m ..:4L -- &l.._ -.wuGuuu~ GJUUGLUK r= ~ ---_l!-A:–––-37, ~i id ‘Wed ~f~ pl=wc IAUIAS

should be quite straight forward, and measurements of these quantities are expected in the near future.

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract No. DBAC02-

98CH10886 and by the NationsJ Science Foundation.
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